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student party
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Stars of hip-hop (from left: Diddy, Mary J. Blige, Jay-Z, Kevin Liles, and Beyoncé) were at Xavier on Monday.

By Emily Hoferer
Managing Editor
Jay-Z, Beyoncé, Diddy, Mary
J. Blige and Kevin Liles appeared
before a crowd of 3,000 people
at a Vote for Change rally at the
Xavier University soccer field on
Monday, Nov. 3.
The national presidential campaign of Sen. Barack Obama
(Dem., Ill.) approached Xavier on
Friday, Oct. 31 to host the event
at Cintas Center, but the location
was moved to the soccer field due
to a scheduling conflict in Cintas
and in order to show off the beauty of Xavier.
The event, hosted by College
Democrats, was scheduled for 3
p.m., but the crowd had to wait
over an hour to see the celebrities, who were late arriving from
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Cincinnati was the second
stop on a three city tour that
started in Pittsburgh and ended in
Columbus, Ohio.
To pass the time, many politicians running for office, including Steve Dreihaus, addressed the
crowd on the importance of voting for candidates who would help
Obama once he is in office.
They urged patience in the voting lines and stressed the historical impact of voting on Tuesday,
Nov. 4.
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Mayor Mark Mallory and
Bengals wide receiver T.J.
Houshmandzadeh also made appearances, and the crowd was
treated to musical stylings from
the disc jockeys at 101.1 The Wiz.
Kevin Liles, former president
of Def Jam records and current executive vice president for
Warner Music Group, was the first
to address the crowd.
He was accompanied by campaign volunteers from Xavier and
Norwood.
He was followed by Mary J.
Blige, P. Diddy (dressed in his
‘Vote or Die’ shirt) and Jay-Z with
Beyoncé.
Mary J. Blige delivered a very
personal message about her feelings for Obama, referencing him
many times as a king.
“I’m not voting for Barack
Obama because he is black,” she
said. “I’m voting for him because
he qualifies.”
She, along with the other speakers, did not discuss issues, but
rather the importance of voting.
Blige stressed that men should
vote because it comes with the
responsibility of being the head
of the house and the source of
knowledge.
She told the women that they
were sources of wisdom and that
they should encourage their men
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to vote, and if they won’t, then to
vote for them.
The man with many monikers,
Diddy, spoke emphatically about
the youth vote and addressed

Continued on page 3

By John Lafollette
Editor-in-Chief
University officials are drafting a response to overtly racist
costumes that were on display at a
Halloween party hosted by Xavier
students over the weekend, said
Dr. Luther Smith, Xavier’s dean
of students.
Two graduates of the University
of Cincinnati donned 19th century period clothing and black face
to appear as African-American
slaves, while a Northern Kentucky
University graduate wore traditional Saudi cloth and emphasized
his eyebrows to appear as an Arab,
photos on Facebook showed.
A student noticed the photos,
which have since been removed
from the Facebook website, and
reported them to University
officials.
Smith said he received word

of the party and the photos on
Monday morning, and that Dr.
Kathleen Simons, the Associate
Provost for Student Life and
Leadership, convened a meeting
Monday evening.
Simons was in communication
with the President’s office to draft
a position statement denouncing
this incident as soon as possible,
according to Smith.
The statement, which would
be posted on the MyXU Portal,
would serve as an educational
message, but not to sensationalize
the event, Smith said.
Smith also said that he is directing a university statement response as well.
“This is something that impacted Xavier University [as a
whole], not just African-American
students,” he said. “The university will respond,” said Smith.
Another meeting is scheduled for Friday afternoon, Nov.
7, which will include officials
from the division of Student
Life and Leadership, as well as
voices from Campus Ministry, the
Women’s Center and the Office

Continued on page 2

Chartwells, Pub snubs student workers

By Kathryn Rosenbaum
News Editor
Reductions in staffing numbers have affected employees
at Ryan’s Eatery and Pub, and
many student and non-student
employees alike have faced cutbacks in the number of hours
that they are scheduled to
work.
This reduction in staff is
“centered on eliminating extra
positions [that were previously]
required for fall opening,” said
Lilkeisha Smith, the Marketing
Director of Xavier University
Dining Services.
After Chartwell’s July takeover of dining services, which
includes Ryan’s Pub, extra student staff was needed to “ensure the new Ryan’s Eatery and
Pub program opened successfully,” said Smith.
Once it was determined that
extra labor was not required on
a daily basis, employees’ hours
t
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were cut.
Not all students who were
hired this fall were aware that
they would not be able to retain
a consistent amount of hours
throughout the entire semester.
Senior Kristina Murray was
hired at the beginning of the
semester to work as a hostess at
the pub and worked for about
two months at Ryan’s.
She was not told when she
was hired that she would only
be receiving hours at the beginning of the year, Murray said.
Murray was told that her
hours were cut from about ten
hours a week to none at all because Ryan’s as a whole had to
cut staff hours.
She was also told that she
could work during the Sean
Miller Shows, which is a once a
week show on Mondays during
basketball season.
She said that this once a week
shift is not enough and is look-
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ing for a new job.
Smith said that “there are
also opportunities for affected
students to work hours in the catering program at Cintas Center
during the academic year.”
Murray said she was never
offered this option initially.
Additionally, cuts were made
in the shifts of student workers
who worked at Ryan’s before
Chartwell’s took over in July.
Smith said, “We do try to
make staffing reductions based
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Service learning semesters
promote solidarity, community

Pub snubs student workers

Photo courtsey of ASLS newsletter

Academic Service Learning Semester sophomore Erin Capitena volunteers at Crossroad Health Center. She performs
vision and hearing tests and takes height and weight of children. She also does clerical work when not helping patients.

By Kelly Shaw
Senior News Writer
The second consecutive urban
service learning semester in the
Over-the-Rhine neighborhood of
Cincinnati has proven valuable to
Xavier, according to students and
faculty currently involved.
As part of the Academic
Service Learning Semesters, the
urban semester immerses students
in a different culture. The students
in the program take four classes
together: community building,
theology, service learning and
history.
The students also take two other classes on campus, and 12-15
hours every week are spent doing
service at different sites within the
OTR area.
This semester students are
volunteering at places they have
chosen themselves, such as Smart

Racist
costumes
draw Univ.
response

Money Financial Services, Old
St. Mary’s Pregnancy Center, the
Learning Center and Crossroad
Health Center.
Their service varies from administration work to community
organizing.
Though the students are not
completely separated from life at
Xavier, they still believe what they
have learned has impacted them
as much as an international service learning semester would.
“The issues are very local,” said
sophomore Emily TeKolste. “It’s
stuff that we can continue to work
with every day of our lives. It
would be easy to go forward next
semester and learn more about
[the issues], and educate people
about them.”
Site leader Dr. Christine
Anderson agrees that the urban
semester is vital to the ASLS

program.
“The university has a commitment to doing the urban service learning semester; after all,
this is our own community,” said
Anderson, who teaches the students’ history course, which focuses on the African-American
struggle for equality.
Anderson’s hope for the students is that they will better understand the social justice issues
of a poor, urban community.
According to “The Scoop from
the Stoop,” a newsletter put out
monthly by the students, they
have encountered such issues of
social justice in their service sites,
at the neighborhood’s inadequate
grocery store and in New Orleans,
where the group spent their fall
break helping gut houses that
were flooded by Hurricane Ike
this year.

Continued from page 1
on a student’s availability to work
is the major determining factor in
final staffing decisions.”
Ryan’s employee Maggie Tracey,
who has worked at the Pub for a
year, said that in the beginning of
the year, employees got to pick
their schedules and the amount of
hours they could work.
After staffing reductions, her
hours were cut by about ten hours
a week.
Tracey said that one day she
came into work and saw that the
labor schedule was cut without
prior warning.
She was later told by Ryan’s
management that it might be a
good idea to start looking for a
new job.
However, not every student’s
hours have been affected. An
anonymous student employee
who has been working at Ryan’s
for a year said that he or she was
not directly affected by the staffing cuts.
The employee commented

that after observing how both
Chartwell’s and Sodexo ran Ryan’s,
it seems that “the Pub was not
nearly as efficient this year as it
had been in terms of amount of
staff on duty at one time.”
Non-student workers’ hours
were also reduced, according to
Smith.
These staff cuts were not a result of the university-wide budget
cuts, as Chartwell’s budget is independent of Xavier’s budget.
Ryan’s Eatery and Pub and
Ryan’s Express are exceeding
Chartwell’s early projections, said
Smith.
Smith was not able to be
reached via email or telephone
and thus did not answer followup questions regarding specific
revenue for Ryan’s and how many
employees were affected by cuts.
She also did not answer whether Chartwell’s informed new employees that they would be hired
as seasonal workers and who
made the decision to cut employees’ hours.

Newswire photo by Erika Breese

Junior Andrea Altman (left) and other students work as servers at Ryan’s Pub.
Student workers’ hours were cut and some students are not receiving hours at
the Pub anymore.

-Paid Advertisement-

Continued from page 1
of Multicultural Affairs.
“All students, regardless of the
skin color, should be offended by
this,” he said.
“It indicates a lack of understanding about what harassing
behavior related to racial bias is
about,” Smith said.
Had they belonged to Xavier
students, the costumes would
have been considered harassment
under the Code of Conduct.
Alex Allen-Tunsil, the president of Xavier’s Black Student
Association, said in a statement
that “it is insufficient to support
cultural displays and profess intergroup harmony to Xavier students as long as students are not
required to recognize unseen systems of oppression.”
According to Jess Pasionek, the
Student Director of Diversity, the
incident is evidence that Xavier
needs to do more to educate students about what is and what is
not culturally appropriate.
Kathryn Rosenbaum, News Editor
Phone: 745-3607
Newswire-News@xavier.edu
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Xavier forms institute for political leadership
Campus News

Xavier Newswire

By AMY WINDHORST
Campus News Editor
Xavier leaders on and off campus are joining together to create
the Institute for Politics and the
Public Life, an organization that
hopes to involve Xavier students
and the wider community in political conversation.
An initiative first announced by
Father Graham during the 2008-09
Academic Day, the Institute hopes
to place Xavier among the nation’s
leaders in academic discussions of
politics and public life.
“It’s an opportunity for distinction,” says Mike Ford, founding
director. “We have yet to capitalize
on some of the talent that Xavier
has produced.”
One of the goals of the foundation is to facilitate political discussion and broaden students’ understanding of global issues. Ford
emphasizes that the Institute will
be “aggressively non-partisan”
and that students are welcome to
bring any idea to the table “as long
as they defend their points.” They
hope to encourage students to
leave behind their talking points
and seriously engage in dialogue
on the issues.
As for more immersive student
involvement, the Institute plans
to provide a variety of ways for
interested students to become
involved. Current ideas include
internships, survey research,
seminars and even student-made
documentaries.
The founders hope to reach
not only Philosophy, Politics, and
the Public majors, but also a wide
range of students across campus.
Ford indicated that they plan to

work closely with the business
school, whose students would play
an integral role in public outreach
and project realization. Ultimately,
they intend to blend students’
studies with public involvement.
Though the Institute will not
be formally established until the
2009-10 academic year, they recently hosted their first official
event.
On Monday, Oct. 20, Xavier
and the Institute hosted four
prominent political experts from
both parties. Their purpose was to
engage the community in a discussion on the historic nature of the
current election. The broad and
balanced forum showed what can
be expected when the Institute
formally establishes itself next
academic year.
One of the most exciting initiatives planned for next fall is
the Institute’s American Dream
Project. Ford briefly described
plans for a student-made documentary, where students would

November 5, 2008

Photo courtesy of Xavier Magazine

Mike Ford takes charge of Xavier’s new Institute for Politics and the Public Life.

submit their own video versions
of the American dream. “We want
to give students the tools to participate in the new world of digital
media,” said Ford. Eventually, the
Institute hopes to open the project to the rest of Ohio, and eventually launch it nationally. This is

just one example of the creative
ways the Institute plans to involve
Xavier students with the larger
community.
Ford, who is himself a Xavier
graduate, recognizes the talent
and the public interest that thrives
on Xavier’s campus. “For some

- Paid Advertisement -

reason, Xavier produces an inordinate amount of public people,”
he said.
“There is something in the water at the school—we keep producing elected officials, campaign
people, government people.”
It was this interest, along with
37 years of experience with politics, that spurred Ford and others
to begin developing the Institute
for Politics and the Public Life.
Other Xavier leaders who are involved with the association include
Xavier’s Director of Government
Relations Dr. Gene Beaupré and
Dr. John Fairfield, history department professor.
“The students will have incredible opportunities to do things,”
says Ford, “and this will become
more evident next academic year.”
For now, Ford encourages students to stay involved.
“If they have any interest in
public life at all, we need them
desperately… We will give them
the tools to succeed.”
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Hip-hop stars
rep Obama

Continued from page 1
Xavier students in particular
as being important to a cause. He
warmed up the crowd by making
a joke about the common mispronunciation of Xavier, saying that
the X threw him off.
“I did my research, it’s Xavier,”
he said, with correct pronunciation. He told the crowd that his
birthday was on Election Day and
all he wanted was for people to
vote for Obama.
Jay-Z was the final celebrity to
take the stage. He told the crowd
that this was a “historic moment”
for America, citing past historical figures as stepping stones to
where they are now.
“Rosa Parks sat so Martin
Luther King could walk, Martin
Luther King walked so Obama
could run…so we all can fly,” JayZ said.
Jay-Z’s wife, Beyoncé, accompanied him on stage, but did not
address the crowd.
Sophomore Chris Hale, a campaign volunteer and a member of
the Student Senate, said that hosting the event was good for the
school. Hale helped coordinate
many logistics for the event. He
said that Xavier now has the “potential to get better events in the
future.”
“We built our celebrity profile,”
he said. “We showed we could pull
off an impressive event.”
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Police
Notes
Oct. 26, 7:50 a.m. — An
employee reported a minor accident on Winding Way involving
a university vehicle.
Oct. 27, 4:37 p.m. —
Campus Police and Cincinnati
Fire and Rescue responded to a
fire alarm in Brockman Hall. A
metal cup placed in a microwave
activated the alarm. The system
was reset.

Campus News
Nov. 2, 1:10 a.m. — Campus
Police and Norwood Police investigated a loud party complaint on
the 1900 block of Cleneay Avenue.
The party was broken up and an
old Xavier Bushman Hall sign was
discovered and confiscated.
Nov. 3, 3:30 a.m. — Campus
Police and Cincinnati Fire and
Rescue responded to a fire alarm
in the O’Connor Sports Center.
Water damage to a smoke detector
on the second floor activated the
alarm. The system was reset.

Oct. 29, 6:38 a.m. — An
employee reported the theft of
a computer from the athletic advising lab in Kuhlman Hall.
Nov. 1, 12:28 a.m. — Campus
Police and Residence Life assisted an underage intoxicated
student with a cut knee in the
Husman Hall lobby. Residence
Life will handle follow-up.
Nov. 1, 1:32 a.m. — Campus
Police and Residence Life
conducted a room search in
Brockman Hall. A small amount
of marijuana and paraphernalia
was discovered.
Nov. 1, 9:50 p.m. — Campus
Police and Norwood Police received a report from the Xavier
shuttle company that unknown
subjects had egged a shuttle on
Hudson Avenue.

Note of the

Week
Oct. 29, 1:57 p.m.
— While conducting a
room search in Kuhlman
Hall, Campus Police and
Residence Life confiscated
approximately 10 ounces
of marijuana with a street
value of approximately
$12-$1500.
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A closer look at Diwali

In recent years, Diwali has become a known name on our campus. People know it as the festival
of lights or as the name of a dance
event. So, what exactly is Diwali?
Diwali or Deepavali, which
translates to a row of lights, is
a major holiday and festival in
Hinduism, Sikhism, Jainism, and
Buddhism.
For each religion, Diwali signifies something different, but it is a
time of celebrating. In Hinduism,
Diwali is the day to celebrate the
return of Rama, a Hindu god,
from his fourteen year exile and
his victory over the evil demon,
Ravan.
It marks the day that Lord Rama
reclaims his throne. Every part of
India celebrates Diwali differently
as well. For example, Lakshmi
Puja, the prayer to the goddess of
prosperity, and the celebration of
Naraka Chaturdashi are two main
focuses of Diwali in South India.
Naraka Chaturdashi is the
day before Diwali when the demon Narakasura was killed; thus,
Naraka Chaturdashi celebrates the
good over evil. In Gujarat, Diwali
celebration starts on the 11th day,
while Diwali is on the 15th day.
Each day has a different significance and different festivities take
place on each day.
Finally, in North India,
Lakshmi Puja is the main Diwali
event as well. In Sikhism, Diwali
celebrates the return of the sixth
Sikh guru, Guru Hargobind Ji
from Gwalior Jail after imprisonment by Emperor Jahangir. Along

- Paid Advertisement -

A woman lights candles during the festival of Diwali.

with himself, Guru Hargobind Ji
was able to allow the release of 52
other princes.
To commemorate the release
of the Guru, the Sikhs light up
the Golden Temple in Punjab
every Diwali. For Jainism, Diwali
is when Lord Mahavir attained
Nirvana. Also, Lord Mahavir’s biggest disciple Ganadhara Gautam
Swami learned all that he could
from Lord Mahavir on the day
of Diwali. Jains celebrate Diwali
by fasting for three days. Many
Jains also may take a pilgrimage
to Pavapuri, the place where Lord
Mahavir attained Nirvana.
Finally, Buddhists in Nepal also
celebrate Diwali.There are also
some common ways that everyone
celebrates Diwali. For example,
people usually light small candles,
diyas, around the house.
Houses are also decorated with
lanterns and traditional, colorful
designs called rangoli in front of

the house.
Rangoli are designs that are
usually done using colored powder, rice, or just flowers. Because
Diwali is a time for celebration,
families get together to pray and
present offerings to God. All children also get many gifts from their
elders.
Many regions may also reenact
the day of Lord Rama’s return;
this is known as Ramlila. Today,
people celebrate Diwali all over
the world, and even through all
the years, the traditions have remained consistent.
At Xavier, the South Asian
Society puts on an annual Diwali
show to educate Xavier about
Diwali and other aspects of South
Asian culture.
This year, the show, Diwali
2008: The Evolution of Dance,
will be on Nov. 21 at 5:45 p.m.
Tickets will be $8 presale with an
All-Card and $10 at the door.
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EDITORIAL | RACE

Education must dispel bigotry
The recent display of racial insensitivity (put mildly, or bigotry, put
plainly) is a staggering reminder of how far this nation has not come in
the 45 years since Dr. King shared his dream with us.
The fact that the white people in black face were not Xavier students
only slightly settles the Newswire’s temper.
It is abhorrent that, on the eve of an election in which the country has elected its first black president, so many people could be so
intolerant.
At the University of Kentucky, just an hour’s drive from Xavier, an
effigy of Barack Obama was recently lynched. Similar events have occurred all across the country.
Racism has seen an upstart of late, and, regardless of whether these
events are related, they are an indication of how far we have yet to go.
Regardless of whether or not the racist costumes were worn by
Xavier students, it was Xavier students who tolerated their presence.
A week ago, it would have been the hope of the Newswire that the
host of any party would immediately give the boot to guests in such
inflammatory clothes.
This week, it is to our dismay that these party-goers did not find
themselves out on the street.
The Newswire applauds the pledged dedication of the university
to increase its students’ education about issues of cultural and racial
sensitivity.
But the very fact that awareness needs to be increased highlights that
the university has not done all it can to teach its students about intolerance, discrimination and insensitivity.

EDITORIAL | STUDENT WORKERS

Pub reneg is unfair to workers
It’s quite unfortunate that Ryan’s Eatery and Pub has had to cut its
employees’ hours, especially when students are counting on that job to
supply the little bit of spending money a college student has (in this
economy, no less).
Management claims that the cuts were necessary, as the work force
hired on at the start of the year was mainly for a transitional period.
But if they had anticipated that labor would need to be reduced, they
should have informed their employees upon their hiring so that those
employees could secure other jobs. An hourly job at the Pub won’t pay
for much when you’re not working until basketball season.
It’s unfortunate that Ryan’s denies that these cuts have anything to
do with decreased business. While this may in fact mean that business
in the pub is not suffering, it also indicates that those unforseen circumstances are not at work.
As a result, it seems pretty clear to the Newswire that the Pub knew
it would need to cut back its employees’ hours and just opted not to tell
them.
Ultimately, we can’t say we’re too surprised, however, especially given
the financial climate of the university—Xavier has been pretty good
about making promises it can’t keep. We’re sure that all the applicants
seeking vacant professor positions have felt that they’ve gotten a sour
deal as well.
On the Web: www.xavier.edu/newswire
The Xavier Newswire is published weekly
throughout the school year, except during vacation
and final exams, by the students of Xavier
University, 3800 Victory Parkway, Cincinnati,
OH 45207-2129.
The Editorials are written by a different staff
member each week and do not necessarily reflect
the sentiments of the entire staff. They are also
not the sole responsibility of the Opinions and
Editorials editor to write.
The statements and opinions of the Xavier
Newswire are not necessarily those of the student
body, faculty or administration of Xavier. The
statements and opinions of a columnist do not

necessarily reflect those of editors or general
staff.
Subscription rates are $30 per year or $15 per
semester within the USA and are prorated.
Subscription inquiries should be directed to
John LaFollette, 513-745-3607.
Advertising inquiries should be directed
to Ellie Jaqueth, Advertising Manager, 513-7453561.
One copy of the Xavier Newswire, distributed
on campus, is free per person per week. Additional
copies are 25 cents.
Xavier University is an academic community
committed to equal opportunity for all persons.

LETTERS

GUEST COLUMN

For the first time here at Xavier,
I am ashamed of the look of our
campus. Physical Plant spends
tons of time making our campus
look award-winningly beautiful.
Now, its ugly, plain and simple.
There is chalk everywhere. I am
okay with the occasional chalk
notice of a XAVIER sponsored
event, and even encouraging kids
to vote is a good idea, as long as
neutrality is kept. The problem I
have is that:
1) Our campus is basically one
giant Pro-Obama billboard and
2) It’s everywhere.
No sidewalk or wall is safe from
this mess. I am embarrassed when
I see groups of visitors touring
our campus and seeing this mess.
It has turned our once beautiful
campus into an eyesore. It’s good
to see kids getting involved in politics, but respect for our university
must not be lost. I pray for the
day that our campus is returned
back to the beautiful campus that
I know and love.
Adam Frazier | ‘11

By Alex Allen-Tunsil
President, Black Student Association

Chalkings

Pub problems

A little over a week ago, three
of my friends and I decided to go
have dinner at Ryan’s Pub at about
8 p.m. We sat down and ordered
shortly after arriving. Everything
was fine up until that point, when
it turned into the worst service
experience ever. We were forced
to wait for over 45 minutes to
get our food, despite the fact that
there was only one other person
in the entire restaurant, and he
was sitting at the bar. When our
food did eventually arrive, we received our first, and long over due,
refills on our drinks. We also did
not get any silverware or napkins.
We then patiently waited for our
bills, which never came. We were
forced to walk across the restaurant and wait by the register to
pay, almost as if the servers were
busy, which they obviously were
not, because when we left, there
was again a single man at the bar.
Jon Bokar | ‘10

There’s still a long way to go
How many people dressed
as their favorite super hero
for Halloween? Favorite athlete? Favorite artist? How many
dressed in blackface…? Well, two
individuals at a Halloween party in
the Xavier Community decided to
dress in blackface this year.
Do they know the magnitude
and outright disrespect of their
actions?
In the mid-19th century, white
entertainers put black shoe polish
and grease on their faces, exaggerated their lip size and wore raggedy clothes. They called it a minstrel show and in their attempt to
imitate or caricature slaves in the
South and ex-slaves in the North,
they degraded us and produced
lasting stereotypes that would
plague African-American people
forever. Characters like Sambo
(the docile, lazy, and irresponsible
black man), Pickaninnies (unkempt and dark children worthy
of being eaten by animals) and
Zipcoon (the black man who was
attempting to adjust to freedom in
the North but just couldn’t quite
cut it). None were as degrading as
the one we saw this Halloween:
the Mamie. Minstrel shows portrayed her as an asexual, unattractive, dark black woman who
was overjoyed about her duties as
a slave.
This incident is a mere microcosm of a broader socio-cultural
issue. It speaks to an already ongoing issue: the unconscious racism that is consistently perpetuated in society. As students of a
progressive university built on
Jesuit principles, we cannot stand
for ignorance or other racists’ ideals whether perpetuated passively
or actively. As students committed
to tolerance; we cannot let racism go unchallenged. Education
that shines a light on the pervasive, though often hidden manifestations of racism is vital for all
members of a community who
are committed to real “change.”

On the eve of one of the most
historic elections in world history,
where a black man is soon to become the leader of the United
States, we find ourselves perplexed. How can we take steps
backward by resorting to such
ignorance when we have taken so
many forward as a nation towards
equality?
At this point, we must call
into question our commitment
to diversity. Xavier’s mission is
to shape the entire individual
into a well-rounded being, yet as
administrators, faculty, staff and
peers, we have failed in our duties.
Despite cultural enriching events
like the Midwest Masala, The
Conversation on Race, the African
Gala and the Antonio Johnson
Scholarship Gala, these ethical issues have been swept under the
rug. We profess to be diverse and
culturally sensitive, but our personal lifestyles do not reflect our
public professions.
I challenge the university to uphold its commitment to diversity.
It is insufficient to support cultural displays and profess intergroup
harmony to Xavier students as
long as students are not required
to recognize unseen systems of
oppression.
Be clear, this isn’t the first incident of its kind. Events like this
happen at many campuses and are
posted all over Facebook. Now
that this has happened here, issues of racism are really hitting
home. Whether these students
were from Xavier or not, they
were in pictures with our smilingfaced students who, just like them,
did not grasp the magnitude and
disrespect of their actions. People
claim racism is dead and is no
longer an issue; this event cannot
be justified. Let this be a time of
introspection rather than a time
persecution. This occurred on our
turf and, therefore, is a reflection
of us all. We have to be held accountable as individuals and as a
whole. Let this be a wake-up call
to all: our work is not done.
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“What will you miss most about this election season?”

By Brandon McClain
Editorial Columnist

“O”

Class of ‘11

“The chalk on the
sidewalks.”

Class of ‘11

“I won’t miss a
thing.”

Will Geerer

Matt Hartman

Class of ‘11

“The insane
Obama people.”

Class of ‘10

“The McCain and
Obama commercials that last
two and a half
minutes.”

Ann Fiegan

Class of ‘10

“I will miss
laughing at all
of the cheesy
smear campaign
commercials.”

Class of ‘12

“Nothing.”

Aaron Wenzel

Class of ‘10

“I am going to
miss having political discussions
with people on a
regular basis.”

Bill Eichenberger

photos by Katherine Monasterio

Lauren Corley

Class of ‘10

“The hype that surrounds it and how
the country rallies
around it.”

Dating is not committing
By Darren LaCour
Opinions & Editorials Editor

Aside from what Xavier students are going to devote themselves to post-election, the most
pressing issue facing our campus is the widespread anti-dating
culture.
At the risk of sounding both
overly-cliché and beating a dead
horse into a bloody pulp, it’s also
an issue I’d like to address.
For some reason, a vast majority of Xavier University students
have it ingrained in their minds
that you can only go on a date
with someone if you are in a highly committed relationship. Yeah,
that makes sense. Just like you can
only go to church if you’re religious. It’s not like one leads to the
other or anything.
Here’s the latest blow to the
would-be-daters that I’ve learned
about. My friend, aghast, told me
how she had been asked on a date
by a guy who she doesn’t even
really know. BUT THAT’S THE
POINT.
If I were to ask someone on a
date, I feel that statement should
communicate, “Hey, you have
piqued my interest, so I would
like to get to know you better.”
For some reason it’s always interpreted as, “Ohmygosh I’ve liked
you for about 10 million years and
I watch you all day and I want to
do dirty things to you and spend
my whole life with you.” Get over
yourselves—nobody’s that into
you.
Besides, if you refuse to date
people you don’t know, you’re
trapped into either not dating, or

only dating amongst your friends.
And then you become that group–
the band kids of college, the thespian sexual amoeba or just the
collection of self-satisfied weird
kids who live in their own separate
bubble. Mmm…so appealing.
Arguments I hear against dating at Xavier include that the campus is too small and that there
isn’t enough variety. False. Xavier
is a hugely diverse campus—at
least one in five Xavier students
do not support Obama, and there
are both students devoted to intellectual pursuits (at the College of
Arts and Sciences) and students
devoted to making more money
than I could even dream of by attending mind-numbingly obvious
classes (at the Williams College
of Business). Diversity is not an
issue. Nor is variety: I happen to
hang out with a wonderful group
of intelligent and charming individuals, but I know that there are
plenty of tool-bags who don’t fit
that description. Take your pick,
folks!
As for the smallness of campus, I think that’s baloney. Each
day at Xavier, I see at least one
person I’ve never seen before. Just
because you don’t surround yourself with beautiful people like I do
doesn’t mean they aren’t around.
And let’s say you went on a date
with one of these people whom
you never see, and after said date
you decided you never wanted to
see that person again. I think it
would be relatively easy to avoid
them. You’re really only going to
run into that awkward problem if
you’re sucking face with everyone
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Election season
is finally over

—MALL TALK—

Ashley Marine

November 5, 2008

in your circle.
So here are my final thoughts:
Stop thinking of dating as a super-intense commitment. In fact,
go on dates with multiple people
at the same time. All you’re doing
is getting to know someone better, after all, and if there’s mutual
interest, then exclusivity will be
born out of that.
Grow a pair. Rejection sucks,
but its not that bad.
Finally, before it gets too cold,
go to the park. Because swinging
is the most fun ever, with or without a date.

It’s finally over. Months of
campaigning and all of the obnoxiousness that goes with it have
ceased. All of the ugliness of
America will go back to “normal”
and perhaps things can get back to
usual, whatever that might consist
of in this great country. Hopefully
your candidate won, but I guess
we all can’t have that.
No more political ads, thank
goodness. Now we can get back
to our regularly scheduled commercials that proclaim the greatness of some crappy product that
I don’t need.
I prefer the late-night ads with
the mildly attractive seductress
who tells me to call her for a “good
time” over two ugly dudes named
Steve who argue about who uses
their name better.
No more obnoxious people
telling me about their political
beliefs and other such nonsense
over Facebook. Holy cow, I didn’t
know that people took Facebook
seriously enough to let everyone
know how politically motivated
they are.
Not like it matters; I don’t care
what you say about either candidate because I’ve made up my
mind already.
I don’t need to know everything about your political beliefs
because you have nothing better

to do than to update your status
every minute about how you’re
such a hardcore (insert party here).
The art of debating has been lost,
sadly. It’s too much of “I’m right,
you’re wrong, and you’re a bad/
stupid/Godless person.” What
happened to being civil?
No more (or at least, less) ugliness coming out of Americans
who are so wound up in tarnishing the image of the other candidate that they forget or don’t even
know what their own candidate
stands for. There’s too much zeal
that turns into hatred. When I see
effigies of Obama and Palin hanging from trees in peoples’ yards, I
cringe. That’s hatred, plain and
simple, and it’s just ignorant. It
doesn’t matter who you support,
but showing such graphic disrespect towards someone because
you don’t agree with his or her
ideas is despicable.
Students of Xavier, I want to
commend you for largely keeping
it clean during this whole election
process. Sure there were some hiccups here and there, but I believe
that you’re all marvelous people
who took the higher ground.
Remember, it’s okay to disagree,
just keep it civil. To quote a friend
of mine, “You respect my choice
of candidate, and I’ll respect
yours.” Now let’s focus on the real
important issue: Xavier Basketball.
I’m Brandon McClain, and I damn
sure approve this message.

Hey, Newswire readers!
Are you happy with last night’s
wonderful/horrifying results? Let
us know!
Newswire-Oped@xavier.edu

Well Wired
By Ben N. Formed
It is illegal in Alaska to give a moose an alcoholic beverage.
Ferrets can sleep 20 hours a day.
Banging your head against the wall burns 150 calories an hour.
A can of Spam is opened every four seconds in the world.
The average person laughs 13 times a day.
In an average year, 56,000 people are injured by jewelry.
Intelligent people have more zinc and copper in their hair.
Well-Wired is attainable by 100% of Xavier students.
Balancing mind, body and spirit is easier than it sounds
especially if you plug in weekly.
www.xavier.edu/health-couns/
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Matthews shines
at UK tournament

Photo courtesy of GoXavier.com

Senior Doug Matthews won his
consolation match in three sets.

Senior Doug Matthews was the
only Musketeer partcipant in the
Charles Fluitt Invitational, hosted
by University of Kentucky, which
marked the end of the fall season
for the Xavier men’s tennis team.
Matthews won his consolation
match against Bryan Schwartz of
Tennessee in three sets. The third
and deciding set Matthews won in
convincing fashion, taking the set
6-1.
Xavier will not play again until
Jan. 9, when they take on Florida
Atlantic, starting the dual meet
portion of their season.

Women’s soccer wraps
up season
The Xavier University women’s
soccer team finished their season
on Sunday with a loss to Fordam,
3-1.
The loss dropped Xavier’s record to 1-16-2, and 0-9-2 in A-10
play.
Xavier’s only goal came from
senior Maggie O’Neal, her first of
the season, appropriately enough
on Senior Day. O’Neal was assisted by fellow senior Sara Doutt.
Xavier honored, thanked and
said good bye to six seniors on the
last day of the season: Christine
Chuck, Sara Doutt, Susan Loeffler,
Maggie O’Neal, Sara Schmidt, and
Melissa Zimmerman.
The leading goal scorer for the
Musketeers this season was freshman Jessica Brooks, so the future
looks brighter for the Muskies.
Brooks scored almost half of the
team’s goals (5 of 11).
Xavier will not partcipate in
this year’s A-10 Championship, as
only the top six teams compete in
the tournament. The field for the
tournament consists of Charlotte,
Dayton, Fordham, Saint Louis, St.
Bonaventure, and Duquense.

Sports
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Kauffman leads Musketeers at A-10 Meet

Sophomore helps men to 8th place finish; Clark leads women to 4th
By tyler grote

Staff Writer
The weather doesn’t matter; rain or shine, if Xavier’s
cross country team is competing, you’re going to see the prescription shades on sophomore
runner Tommy “Hollywood”
Kauffmann.
Kauffman has been a standout
all season for the Xavier Musketeer
Cross Country team, winning the
Queen City Invitational and the
Hawai’i Pacific Invitional.
Kauffman continued his success this past weekend, when
Xavier competed in the Atlantic 10
Championships held in Charlotte,
North Carolina, setting a new
school record when he finished
the 8k run in 24:38, placing 14th
overall in the event.
This earned Kauffman a spot
on the Atlantic 10 Men’s Cross
Country All-Conference Team.
Collectively, the men finished eighth overall in the A-10
Championships, concluding their
record at 75-24 on the season.
Kauffman was not the only
outstanding finisher on the men’s
side.
Senior Clinton Womack, finished 24th overall, in a performance that coach Steve Nester
called, “his strongest race ever.”
Senior Luke Beuerlein placed
34th, while freshman Keith
Albrektson and sophomore Tyler

Newswire photo by Dani Meiners

Sophomore Tommy “Hollywood” Kauffman set a new school record in the eight kilometer distance with his time of
24:38 at the Atlantic 10 Championship, earning him a spot on the Atlantic 10 All-Conference team.

Fry accounted for the final scores
for Xavier as they finished 58th
and 75th respectively.
The women provided a fourth
place finish of their own, earning
their second best finish in Atlantic
10 Championship history.
The women were led by senior
All-Conference Team member
Becky Clark, who finished with a

XU lands PF for 2010

By Doug TIFFT
Sports Editor

As the 2008-09 men’s basketball
season is set to start, head coach
Sean Miller and his Musketeer
program received good news on
Sunday afternoon with regard to
the future of the program.
Jordan Latham, a 6’8” power
forward out of Baltimore City
College High in Baltimore, Md.,
verbally committed to attend
Xavier during his unofficial visit
to campus on Sunday.
The commitment of Latham,
a four star recruit who Rivals.com
ranks as the 44th best player in the
class of 2010, is the first Xavier
has received in the 2010 class.
While Latham remains relatively unknown among major recruiting circles due to his youth,
he was receiving some attention
from Oregon State, Richmond,
Texas, Virginia Tech, Penn State
and Maryland due to his height,
athleticism and scoring ability inside of the paint.
Despite his growing list of
suitors, Latham decided to end his
recruitment early upon his visit
to campus in large part because
of the atmosphere and the openings the Musketeers will have in
the frontcourt in 2010 after the
departures of Derrick Brown and
Jason Love.
“With a small-school setting
and having the opportunity to
come in and play a lot as a freshman, and maybe even start, Xavier
was the best fit for me,” Latham
said. “I was thinking about waiting

time of 18:17, earning her seventh
place.
Becky Clark is no stranger to
success, as she has been the first
Musketeer to cross the finish line
in four of six events this season.
Clark was recently named
to the 2007-08 Atlantic 10
Commissioners Honor Roll.
She was followed by sophomore Christina Schneider, who
finished 16th overall, with a time
of 18:44.
The Cincinnati McAuley High
School graduate has finished with
four of Xavier’s 10 fastest 5K
times.
Coach Steve Nester said that

he “was very pleased with how
our women competed today.”
“They beat many quality teams
who, in some cases, really pounded
us earlier in the season. It just goes
to show it’s not how fast you run,
but when you run fast,” Nester
said. “Our women ran their best
team race today when it counted
despite being seeded seventh.”
The Musketeers are not finished yet. They are currently preparing to compete in the NCAA
Regional Championships in West
Lafayette, Ind., on the campus of
Purdue University.
The race is set to begin at noon
on Saturday, Nov. 15.

-Paid Advertisement-
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Jordan Latham is rated as the 44th
best player, and 10th best power
forward in the high school class of
2010 by to Rivals.com.

until the summer before senior
year [to choose a school], but as I
looked around, there was no other
school I wanted to go to other
than Xavier.”
The commitment of Latham
is another step forward for Xavier
in the national college basketball
landscape, displaying the ability
to recruit top players effectively
outside of their immediate geographic area.
Latham is the second recruit
from outside of the Midwest
to commit to Xavier in the past
month, following 2009 small forward Kevin Parrom, from New
York City. Both recruits were
brought in with the aid of Xavier
Assistant Coach Emmanuel
(Book) Richardson, who is in his
second year at Xavier.
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To learn more about the
E/RS program and this
lecture, contact Kathleen
Smythe at 513‑745‑3279
or Elizabeth Groppe at
513‑745‑3734. If you
would like an e‑mail
reminder of these
events, send a request to
ersxavier@yahoo.com.
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Musketeers drop three straight in A-10
By Scott Mueller

Asst. Sports Editor
After winning their first seven
straight Atlantic 10 contests, the
Xavier University volleyball team
has now dropped three in a row.
It was a rough week for the
Musketeers, as they lost in matches to Dayton and Rhode Island.
Last Thursday, Oct. 30, the
Musketeers looked to bounce
back from their first A-10 loss to
Saint Louis with a win over rival
Dayton.
However, the Flyers had other
plans, and swept the match 3-0.
In the first set, Dayton got off
to a quick start, seizing a 12-8 lead
before Xavier took advantage of a
9-3 run to take the lead to 17-15.
Dayton would come back and
tie the score at 17, before going
on to take the first set 25-22.
The second set featured a fast
start by Xavier, with a 6-1 run to
open.
Xavier was unable to close out
the set, as Dayton would eventually tie the score at 19.
The Musketeers responded
with three straight points to take
the lead 22-19, but the Flyers
would storm back and win the set,
25-23, taking a dominating 2-0
lead in the match.
With Xavier only down one at
22-21, Dayton followed a timeout

-

Newswire photo by Dani Meiners

Junior Kelly Ruth (No. 9, center) posted a double-double with 13 kills and 14 digs against Dayton. Ruth leads the
Musketeers with 3.41 kills and 2.88 digs per set this season.

with a 3-1 run to end the match
3-0.
A bright spot for the Musketeers
was junior Kelly Ruth, who once
again posted a double-double with
13 kills and 14 digs.
On Saturday, Nov. 1, the
Musketeers traveled to Rhode

S p o r t s

Island to take on the Rams, whom
they had beaten on Oct. 18 3-1 at
the Cintas Center.
Unfortunately, this meeting
would, not go the Muskies’ way.
The first set was close with
11 ties and seven lead changes.
Neither team lead by more than

o p i n i o n

three throughout the set. With
Rhode Island holding set point
at 24-23, the Rams committed
a serving error to ensure the set
would go into extra points.
But the set would not go far
into extra points, as the Rams
would win the next two to take

-

World Series fails to deliver drama
By Scott Mueller
Asst. Sports Editor

When Brad Lidge of the
Philadelphia Phillies recorded the
last out of game 5 of the 2008
World Series, the Fall Classic came
to an unmemorable end for the
fifth straight year.
Obviously, if you happen to
be from one of the cities that was
fortunate enough to win the World
Series, you don’t think it was forgettable. So if you’re a Red Sox,
White Sox, Cardinals or Phillies
fan, go crazy (I am from St. Louis,
and the 2006 World Series was
incredible).
The World Series is supposed
to be the crowning moment of
the entire season. This is where
the best display of baseball is supposed to take place. However,
there is now a new trend in
post-season baseball; the best
baseball is played in the League
Championship Series.
In 2004, who could forget the
Red Sox coming back to beat the
Yankees? It was the only time in
the history of baseball that a team
won a series after trailing 3-0. The
2004 ALCS was a great series, the
2004 WS, not so much. The Red
Sox swept the Cardinals in four
games. There was no drama or
even contest. One team just dominated the other.
The 2005 NLCS provided baseball fans with one of the greatest
home runs in postseason history
when Albert Pujols hit a mammoth shot off of Brad Lidge.
Lidge had to go through two
painful years of redefining him-

Photo courtesy of about.com

The Phillies World Series victory followed a trend of non-climactic World
Series victories in recent years.

self to get back to All-Star form.
The Astros would end up winning
the NLCS, and then get run over
by the White Sox in a four game
sweep. Again unmemorable.
The Mets-Cardinals 2006
NLCS was absolutely incredible.
Any time a series goes to game 7,
it’s going to be good, but this one
was great. The Cardinals’ Scott
Rolen hit what appeared to be a
go-ahead home run, but out of
nowhere Endy Chavez robbed the
homerun in one of the best catches in post-season history. The
momentum completely belonged

to the Mets. A few innings later
Yadier Molina responded with a
homerun that capped off a great
series of events and an incredible
game 7.
What made the series great
was the back and forth action; either team could have won. There
hasn’t been a feature like that in
the World Series for quite a while.
The 2006 World Series between
the Cardinals and the Tigers, even
though it went five games instead
of four, was just as one sided as the
previous two, and unremarkable.
In the 2007 and 2008 ALCS

the Red Sox showed that they will
never go down without a fight. In
2007, the Cleveland Indians held
a 3-1 lead and were on the verge
of advancing, but the Red Sox
stormed back to take the series.
In game five of the 2008 ALCS,
the Red Sox orchestrated one of
the best single game comebacks
in postseason history to force a
game seven.
However, the drama ended
with the ALCS both years, as the
Red Sox swept the Rockies in
2007, and the 2008 World Series
will be remembered more for the
controversial rain delay than any
great display of baseball.
Even though the LCS’s have
been fantastic of late, the World
Series have been bland and forgettable. This year’s World Series set
a new record low for TV ratings,
breaking the record set just two
years earlier.
In some ways it makes sense
that the LCSs provide for better
baseball. The teams are more familiar with each other. They have
played each other at least six times
in the regular season, often more
with division rivals frequently
meeting in the LCS. Furthermore,
some teams appear to want to just
get to the World Series, and once
they do, get burned out and are
non-competitive in the series.
Now that baseball fans will
have to wait five months for spring
training games to start again, and
hot-stove talk is the only thing
they can cling to, it is not too early
to start hoping for a World Series
game seven next year.

the set, 26-24.
In the second set, Xavier never
led, and dropped the second set
25-20.
The third set looked like it was
going to be competitive with both
teams trading points.
However, the Rams were about
to go on a huge run. With the score
tied at 13, Rhode Island went on a
12-2 run to close out the set, 2515, and the match, 3-0.
Xavier actually recorded more
digs and kills than Rhode Island,
38-31 and 42-37, respectively.
Unfortunately, the Rams were
able to limit the amount of errors
they made and came away with the
win.
Junior Hillary Otte lead the
Musketeers in kills with 12 and
junior Laureen Kaminsky added
10. Ruth came up short of a double-double, recording 9 kills and 8
digs.
This weekend Xavier (14-11,
7-3 A-10) will play three matches,
two against A-10 foes they have
already lost to.
On Friday, Nov. 7 they will play
at Dayton, where they will look to
avenge their loss.
Xavier will be at home for the
next two matches when they take
on Duquesne on Saturday, Nov. 8
and No. 21 Saint Louis University
on Sunday, Nov. 9.

Muskies drop
pair of games

Newswire photo by Dani Meiners

Senior Tommy Clines scored Xavier’s
lone goal against Temple.

On Friday, Oct. 31 the
Musketeers fell 2-1 at the hands
of the St. Josephs Hawks in
Philadelphia, Pa.
Xavier got a boost from Jeffrey
Lyman, who scored early in the
match (14:04) off an assist from
Jimmy Cummings on a short
cross.
The Hawks, however, countered with two second half goals
from Colin Baker, the game
winner, with only 30 seconds
remaining.
On Sunday, the Muskies battled
the Temple Owls, who set the tone
early with a first minute goal on its
way to routing the Musketeers by
a 4-1 margin.
Xavier’s lone goal came in the
58th minute when Tommy Clines
took a pass from Kennedy Nakwa
and put it past Temple goalkeeper
Bret Mollon for the score.
The Musketeers will play their
last regular season match of the
year when they face off at home
against conference rival Dayton
on Saturday, Nov. 8 at 7 p.m.
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Sugar n’ Spice serves up diner favorites
sonal desserts (currently pumpkin
and pecan pie) are also listed on a
wall-mounted chalk board.
While the pancakes were
enough to bring me back, it is the
atmosphere and service which
make this restaurant truly special.
The 66-year-old establishment
has maintained the kind of personalized service which makes
customers feel like family. This
environment, so rare in today’s
world of revenue-driven chains,
makes a trip to this nearby diner a
must for Xavier students.

BY Lauren Kaminsky

Contributing Writer

From the moment you pass
through the yellow trimmed
wooden door, it’s evident that
Sugar n’ Spice is truly a local
establishment.
Don’t let the location (just
across from the infamous King’s
Drive Thru on Reading Road)
or the wacky pink exterior deter
you from visiting this Norwood
establishment.
While other restaurants go to
great lengths to recreate the warm
atmosphere of a diner, the charm
of Sugar n’ Spice is authentic.
The wide array of colors, from
the burnt orange booths to the
pastel yellow ceiling, have stood
the test of time and immediately
set customers at ease.
The crowd consisted of locals,
businessmen and even a Xavier
professor. While most customers
were decidedly older than myself,
I felt right at home. Everyone was
refreshingly friendly, with warm
greetings and personal inquiries
exchanged between the staff and
customers.
The atmosphere offered an
escape from the monotony of
campus life and food. Everything
slows down a little when you enter
Sugar n’ Spice. Everything, that is,
but the service.
Upon seating myself in one
of the old turquoise swivel chairs
along the u-shaped counter at the
front of the restaurant, I was immediately greeted by my waitress
who poured me a cup of coffee.
The coffee itself was nothing
special, but it was hot, fresh and
readily refilled.

The menu offers a variety of
breakfast and lunch items. My
personalized omelet was chockfull of spinach and mushrooms,
almost to the point of excess. The
veggies were cooked right into the
eggs and piled high on my plate.
Each omelet on the menu
comes with a toasted English
muffin and ranges in price from
$6.25 to $7.25, with the option to
build your own for just $4.95 plus
the price of fillings.
I also couldn’t resist getting
a half order of the restaurant’s
wispy thin banana pancakes
($3.25). Though they were delivered a few minutes after my omelet, it was worth the wait.
The cooks somehow manage to serve up pancakes that are
both thin and fluffy, with bananas
cooked right into the subtly sweet
batter. Served directly off the

Snow Patrol

8 p.m., 11/7, Madison
Theatre, $25

Girl Talk

8 p.m., 11/9, Bogart’s,
$16.50

DOWNING SCHOLARSHIP
for business students

Photo courtesy of Lauren Kaminsky

Gov’t Mule
Sam Bush

Open from 7 a.m.-3
p.m. every day except
Thanksgiving, Christmas and New Year’s
Day.

Sugar n’ Spice’s flamingo pink paint makes it a bright spot among
local eateries.

New Releases

7:30 p.m., 11/6,
Madison Theatre, $30

4381 Reading Rd.
Cincinnati, Ohio 45229
(513)242-2521
www.mysugar-n-spice.
com

-Paid Advertisements-

Live Wires
(week of Nov. 2)

Sugar n’ Spice

(as of Nov. 4)

A Hundred Million Suns:
Geffen Records

griddle, they all but melt in your
mouth.
At $3.75 for a full stack of
regular pancakes and $4.25 for
specialty versions (banana, blueberry or chocolate chip), these are
a must have.
Aside from all the breakfast
essentials, the menu features a variety of burgers, sandwiches and
salads. I would stay away from
the fruit and salad, which are premixed and sitting in bowls in the
interior of the counter. Instead,
stick to those items prepared in
the kitchen.
If you’re in the mood for lunch,
pick from the “Hafa-Hef ’r” (quarter-pounder), “No Bull” (turkey
burger) or “Red n’ Yeller” (grilled
cheese and tomato).
The menu includes all the diner
essentials, at reasonable prices.
Special breakfast combos and sea-

x

x
x
x
x

Dido

Eligibility
Full-Time Business Student
Junior Status (55+ hours)
Must have 3 semesters remaining at
Xavier University
Good Academic Standing (2.000 GPA or
better)

For more information, contact:
Ms. Cindy Stockwell or Ms. Nancy Mazza
(HAI, 2nd Floor. Tel: 745-3131)

Oxford Apartments
1005-07 Dana Ave.






Twilight

Travis

Receive a scholarship of $2000 per
semester for up to 3 semesters
Work on academic research with a
business professor
Team up with a faculty member/
business mentor

Student Application Deadline is
Monday, November 10 at 5:00 p.m.

Take it to the Limit:
Republic

Play: RCA

Ode to J. Smith: Fontana
Universal

x

Hinder

Original Soundtrack:
Chopshop/Atlantic

Brad Paisley,

x

Free Heat & Water
Walk to Campus
Cable/ Dial Hook-up
Air Conditioning
Parking

Now Leasing
$405 and up
http://www.apartmentsincinti.com
Manager: Art 513-961-3786
Office: 513-474-5093

Safe Trip Home:
Sony BMG

Classifieds

For classified orders and information, call Ellie Jaqueth at 513-745-3561 or e-mail her at Newswire-AdManager@xavier.edu

Housing
Beautiful 4 bedroom 2-1 bathroom home with many updates. Community Recreation
Park across street. Very quiet
street within minutes to I-75,
I-71, and Xavier University. Call
513-641-3451.
3 bedroom, 1 ½ bath, 2 Family,
Remodeled and Furnished
Kitchen, New Carpets, Mound-

view area, $750/month, No
Available for 2009 school year.
pets. Contact 924-0708.
9 houses two blocks from camHOUSING for the ’09-10 school pus. 2, 3, 4 and 5 bedrooms.
year. 1 to 6 bedrooms. 1 bed- Large houses, walk to campus,
$475. 2,3,4,5,6 bed $350 pp/ other student housing immedimo. FREE laundry, FREE Wi-Fi, ately next store. Laundry, fully
off st. prkg, A/C, D/W, deck, equipped kitchens, plenty of
balcony, 10 or 12 month lease parking.
options, behind Cintas Center, 616-3798 or email doug.spitz@
safe neighborhood.. Call Pat cbws.com for information.
513-702-8251.

Help Wanted
Office assistant needed at Hyde
Park doctors office. Will train
and work with your schedule,
prefer midday Mon and Wed
until 8pm.Increased hours
in summer available. Please
email inquiry to bplas@current.
net.
www.flashpointcpareview.com
is now hiring 1 CPA Candidate

to help write and update CPA
exam review materials.
Pays $9/hour as independent
contractor
Work from home and receive
FREE CPA exam review
materials
Email
service@
flashpointcpareview.com
or
call 614-425-7443 for more
information.
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newswire-diversions@xavier.edu

BY Nora Heink

Fight Night

Asst. Arts & Entertainmetn Editor

You don’t have to look too far
on Xavier’s campus to enjoy outstanding visual art.
The art department continually showcases work created by
both students and professional
artists displayed in places like the
Gallagher Student Center and outside of Kelley Auditorium.
If you’ve never been to the
Xavier Art Gallery before, you
should consider stopping by to
see what’s on display.
The gallery is located in the
A.B. Cohen Center in the upper
lot of the Cintas Center, and is the
perfect size for a visit during a gap
in your day’s schedule.
It is large enough to showcase a
wide range of visual artwork without becoming overwhelming.
The gallery is open Monday
through Friday from 10 a.m. to
4 p.m. and is closed on university
holidays.
Stop by before Friday, Nov. 7
to check out the second annual
“Art at the X” exhibition.
For this exhibit over 400 pieces
of artwork were submitted by 141
artists in the United States and
Canada.
Dr. Eric Lee of the Taft
Museum, the show’s juror, selected 75 works for inclusion in the
exhibition, which opened on Sept.
26.
In a press release, Lee said that
it was difficult to decide which
pieces to include.
“I chose the works that spoke
to me the most, but also chose
works that reflected the range of

Looking for a fight? Show up
at Fight Night from 6-10 p.m. on
Saturday, Nov. 8 in the Armory
and see some exciting boxing
and tae kwon do matches among
Xavier club members and neighboring groups from UC, NKU and
Miami. The Xavier Dance Team
will also make several appearances
during the event. Tickets are $3
for students, $5 for non-students
with proceeds benefiting the
Make-A-Wish Foundation.
Newswire Photo by Jessica Thimons

Scott Turri’s “Poppies and Heroines” won first place at the second annual “Art at the X” held in Xavier’s A.B. Cohen
Center. This work was chosen by Dr. Eric Lee of the Taft Musuem out of 400 pieces submitted by over a hundred
artists from both the United States and Canada.

art submitted,” said Lee. Awards
were also given to the show’s best
pieces.
The exhibit includes some
provoking photographic artwork
such as a piece by Andrea Land,
from San Francicso, Calif., who
submitted “Elizabeth” which captures the subject with spectacular
lighting.
A
native of northern
California, Stephanie Burke’s
“Give Me Your Lunch Money,”
presents themes of firearms and
violence.
“Cheetah,” a sculpture by
Cincinnati artist Brigit Ehmer is
also featured in the exhibit.
Paintings such as the Tuscan
landscape “Montepulciano Muse”
by Mary Mark, of New Richmond,
Ohio and the modern still life by
David Dorsey, of Pittsford, N.Y.,
entitled “Manet and iPod” are also

colorful, noteworthy pieces.
The exhibit’s first-place prize
winner, “Poppies and Heroines”
by Scott Turi, of Pittsburgh, P.a.,
explores drug culture and feminist
themes with patterned buds and
flowers.
Replacing the “Art at the X”
exhibit will be a high school junior
and senior showcase from Nov. 14
–Dec. 5.
It will be followed by an exhibition of artwork created by Xavier
media art students from Dec. 12
–Jan. 9.
The works of Xavier art alumni
will also be on display on the third
floor of the Gallagher Student
Center starting Nov. 6.
The exhibitions in Cohen and
GSC aren’t the only thing happening in the Xavier arts scene.
On Nov. 14 from 6-9 p.m.
at 1939 Cleneay Ave., Xavier’s

Society of Visual Arts is hosting a
one-night showcase featuring 3040 pieces by students, faculty and
local artists.
This exhibit will be juried,
meaning a curator or panel of
seasoned artists will select pieces
from a body of submitted works
for inclusion in the show. This
process is very common for both
univeristy and professional shows.
“It’s a great opportunity for
students to have their work juried
and displayed,” said senior Lily
Jensen, the event’s coordinator.
Jensen hopes students and the
Xavier community will come to
the informal exhibition to support
university and local artists.
In addition to the display of
artwork, the event will feature a
musical performance by “Vegans
Gone Wild,” Jacki Sprinkle and
Justin Cancellieri.

Midwest Masala
Dance Auditions

Do you love to dance? The
South Asian Society is holding
auditions for the fourth annual
Midwest Masala Indian-fusion
dance competition the week of
Nov. 10-14. No special experience in Indian dance is required.
If interested, you can sign up at
the Gallagher Student Center welcome desk. Contact Khushboo
Doshi at doshik@xavier.edu with
questions.

Cincinnati Museum
Special Exhibit

SAC will be providing free tickets and transportation to the China
Now exhibit at the Cincinnati Art
Museum. The exhibit highlights
modern Chinese art and culture.
Buses will be leaving tentatively
at 2 p.m. and returning at 4 p.m.
on Sunday, Nov. 16 from Buenger
circle. Sign-ups are in the SAC office while space is available.

The Newswire Etiquette Series: Polite parties

BY Pees N. Quoos

Etiquette Expert

The social life of the average
Xavier student involves many
things, not the least of which is
attending weekend parties.
Even if you are not a frequent
partygoer, it is still vital to be
aware of proper party etiquette.
Believe it or not, people will judge
you based on your social skils.
Party etiquette really depends
on the size and type of party.
Small Parties
A small party may be defined
as a gathering of 20-30 people
sharing beverages and good conversation, perhaps engaging in
a “sport” of some kind (and by
sport I mean drinking games).
It’s quite important that if you
are accompanying a friend to this
party and you do not know the
hosts personally, that you introduce yourself (make sure it’s OK
that you go as well).
You are in someone’s home,
sitting on their furniture and
drinking their beer, so the least
you can do is introduce yourself
no matter how caught up in the
party you are.
The same goes if you bring
a friend– introduce them to the
host.
I personally like to introduce
people with names and include
how they know me or something
that the other two might have in

Photo courtesy of nnlm.gov

Oh, for the bygone days of top hats, waistcoats and bustles!

common. It’s thoughtful and it
breaks the ice.
It’s also important to be a relatively good guest. Avoid bad behavior, like engaging in shouting
matches.
However, don’t be afraid to let
loose and enjoy yourself at the
party and meet new people.
Medium-sized parties
Medium-sized parties are very
common at Xavier, and they include about 30-40 people.
They are big enough that you’ll
always have someone to talk to
and/or avoid awkward interactions with certain people.
It’s important to still be aware
of the party’s host and their
house, however. At these parties it
is acceptable to float amongst the

people and leave those that you
came with for a while, but standard party etiquette rules apply.
You should be mindful that
the house always trumps whatever
anyone else has to say.
Follow their rules for beer
pong, leave if they ask you to leave
and don’t change the music unless
you have their permission.
Large, raging parties
Lines of etiquette are blurred
at large parties, which constitute
50 or more people.
Again, standard etiquette applies, but there are other things to
be mindful of.
Waiting in line for the bathroom, especially if you are a girl,
can be quite a chore, so it’s important to look at the bathroom expe-

rience as a team effort.
Get in, do your business and
get out so the next person can go.
WASH YOUR HANDS! Do not
use the bathroom just for primping or hooking up.
Also, I think it goes without saying that the line for the keg is worse
than a line for the bathroom.
It’s important to be as quick as
possible in this case as well. No
lollygagging!
Theme parties
While there are not many theme
parties at Xavier, it’s important to
follow the theme of a party, especially when it is a birthday party.
Whatever the birthday person
wants, they should get. It is, after
all, their birthday.
When deciding a theme for a
potential party, creativity is nice,
but what is even more important
is convenience.
People are more likely to dress
up if they can get what they want
out of their closet or at Goodwill.
In addition, if it is a birthday
party you should introduce yourself to the birthday person and
wish him or her a happy birthday.
Believe me, even if they don’t
know you, they will be thrilled.
What to do if you get sick
This is a very important section– perhaps the most important.
Getting sick at someone’s party is
no fun.
It’s always preferable to get

sick in one’s own bathroom (or
not get sick at all, but hey, things
happen).
If you do get sick at someone’s
house however, do not dart toward the nearest exit. CLEAN UP
AFTER YOURSELF!
There is nothing worse than
waking up in your house the
morning after a party and going to
the bathroom to find vomit, albeit
somenoe else’s, all over the place.
Be sure that you tell someone
you were sick and ask the hosts
how you can clean it up. Believe
me, they will tell you.
Getting sick is awful and it’s always more polite to clean up after
yourself, even if you have to leave
and come back the next day to do
so.
If it is your friend that gets
sick, be sure to take charge of the
situation. Help him or her in any
way that you can.
Let hosts or the group of
friends you came with know about
the situation and, if you have to,
clean up.
If anything, you can hang this
situation over your friend’s head
until they redeem themselves.
Never, ever, leave the sick person under the responsibility of
the hosts.
If the situation calls for it
though, make sure the hosts are
aware and that you’ve received
permission from them.
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As the economy slips into a
recession, the nation’s overall
mental health is following suit
By MAdeline LaFAve
Features Editor
It is becoming more and
more apparent that the financial toll of the crumbling
economy is not just affecting
people’s wallets, but also their
mental health.
The Center for American
Progress’s economic snapshot
for last month marked nine
months and running of job
losses in the U.S. economy,
totaling 760,000 in 2008 and
159,000 lost in September
alone.
Along with this, came a
decline in overall retail sales
resulting in a jump in prices,
a 123 percent average household debt, 2.5 percent loss in
value of homes and one in
11 of those homes in foreclosure. This, along with consumer debt clearly on the rise,
all comes just in time to commemorate October’s week of
Mental Health Awareness.
The high-functioning people of Wall Street have long
been plagued with their share
of widespread drug-abuse
and mental downfall in coping with the mental unease of
a constantly changing market.
Despite taking place during
times of economic excess,
these activities and abuses
stem from anxiety of failure.
Studies observe a curious
parallel in mental downfall
stemming from the financial
system today.
The crumbling of the current U.S. economy has served
as a catalyst for large numbers of mental health problems occurring in American
workplaces. Prevalent among
these infirmities are: anxiety,
depression, eating disorders
and alcohol and substance
abuse. Not only is our economic situation spurring
these afflictions, but studies
also show that those who
have received treatment for
past disorders are relapsing,
and the stress of the economy
is in the forefront as cause.
“Our patient numbers
increase every year,” said
Nancy Minson, the executive
director of the United Way’s
Mental Health Association
of Southwest Ohio. Mental
health professionals such as
Minson are unsure whether
this increase is related to the
economy or to the fact that
mental illnesses are becoming more recognized and accepted as a mainstream, and
common problem.
As army men and women are returning from
Afghanistan and Iraq with
serious mental disorders, the
stigma of mental illness has
lessened, and is being addressed more openly in businesses with help from places
like MHA. “While there is
no direct empirical evidence,

people are becoming more
aware of mental health services that are available, and
taking advantage, as we’ve
been working to destigmatize
the idea of mental illness,”
said Minson. “There is less
shame involved, and mental
illnesses are finally being accepted as some that need to
be treated just like epilepsy or
cancer.”
Each year, 35 million
Americans struggle with debilitating mental illnesses.
Fortunately,
hope for more
mental health
insurance coverage is on
the horizon as
the outgoing President Bush
signed a new law included
in the economic bailout bill
requiring the treatment of
mental disorders and sub-
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the nation, and is considered
a great feat, as treatment for
issues of mental health and
substance abuse will finally
become more accessible.
Money is likely to remain a number
one
stressor for the
American
people.
An
American
Psychological
Association
(APA) poll indicated
that
two-thirds
of
Americans

NYSE

“Studies observe
a curious
parallel in
mental downfall
stemming from
the financial
system today.”
stance abuse to receive equal
coverage as that of physical
problems, for businesses with
more than 50 employees. This
further points out the correlation between the economic
crisis and the growing need
for treatment and insurance
coverage for mental illnesses.
Support for the parity finally came about as research
concluded that when employees were treated for mental
health problems or substance
abuse, productivity increased
and missed work days decreased, according to an
Oct. 5, 2008 New York Times
article.
Prior to the parity, most
health plans included higher
co-pays and deductibles, and
more restrictions on treatment and hospital visits for
mental disorders, which were
not reciprocated for cases of
physical illness.
This means that a patient
may have been granted unlimited visits and coverage for
a broken bone for instance,
with a mere $200 deductible, but severely restricted
in doctor visits for therapy
sessions treating depression
and forced to pay $1-2,000 in
deductibles.
This shows the significance of this much-advocated for and long-anticipated
decision for patients across

identify the
economy as being a significant
source of mental
stress in their lives, according to the APA
news release.
Kathleen
Nordal, Ph.D.,
the executive director for professional practice at the
APA gives advice
in dealing with the
escalating stress of
financial burden on
the American people:
“[We should] use this
time as an opportunity to make needed
changes,” said Nordal.
“Analyze your priorities
and figure out new ways to
manage your stress, and take
control of your finances.
Pause but don’t panic—remain calm, stay focused and
avoid getting caught up in the
doom-and-gloom hype of the
media.” Getting help is advocated in dealing with issues
that cannot be controlled by
these means, and now that
coverage of the services is in
view, this is a viable option
for the scads of Americans
who have yet to face their
issues.
Minson of MHA,
whose
organization
provides
education,
advocacy and support
services to those suffering from mental
illnesses, said that
they have been advocating for parity
for years. “We are
greatly relieved and
delighted that parity
has been achieved,”
said Minson. “We
hope that people
will realize that those
with mental illnesses
can be treated to go
on and live normal
and healthy lives.”
Implications for
the mental health parity will go into effect in
most health plans as of
Jan. 1, 2010.
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